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Overview

● Background
● Development of task
● Effects on my teaching ability
● How was your conference?



10 years ago at Old Dominion Universityʼs English 
Language Center

● An instructor did the 
program’s newsletter and 
selected what he/she 
considered newsworthy 
and assembled the 
newsletter.

● Why not let the 
students do that?



Fast-forward to Rikkyoʼs English Discussion Center

● During each lesson, students receive feedback on their 
discussions, use of the target language, and set goals for the next 
discussion or lesson

● Formats of this activity generally including writing and 
handouts and some interaction with classmates

● But since this is a discussion class…
● ...why not just discuss it? With other students?



Development of task: literature review

● Students are their own worst critics, may immediately identify flaws (and 
only flaws?) (Norton Pierce, 1995; Nakatani, 2010)

● Even as students develop language acquisition, praise or recognition of 
progress can be difficult to grasp (Darvin & Norton, 2015)

● Peer interaction has benefits, but the outcomes and effects on fluency appear 
not immediately—in fact, the opposite (Philp, Addams, and Iwashita, 2014)



Development of task: questions to consider

● If the goals are discussed with peers and shared as a class, could student 
progress towards confidence and fluency become a little more evident?

● If goals are set between the two required discussions of the EDC course and 
revisited at the end of class, could students identify progress?

● Are students less likely to be hard on themselves* (and identify the value of 
the skills being taught in the course**) when talking about their discussions 
with a peer?
○ *possible direction for future research
○ **currently being researched



Development of task: Feedback cards

Silent self-reflection (<1 min.) 
while instructor begins goal list on 

board

Talk to student(s) in other 
discussion group for 2½~3 

min. 

Students announce a 
goal for the next 

discussion



Development of task: Student goals



Development of task: Following up on student goals

● When asked if students met their goals, students could respond honestly. They could 
sometimes identify examples or confirm an instructor’s identification of target 
language use or meeting a particular goal (Nakatani, 2010)

● Students take ownership of their goals and encourage one another during the second 
discussion (Teng & Zhang, 2016)

● Talking about their goals with classmates puts them on equal footing (Teng & Zhang, 
2016)



Effects on my teaching ability

● Teacher-fronted feedback is minimal
● Instructor is removed from reflective exercise
● Students are free to identify any skill to improve

○ Similar to newsletter project, content is 100% from students
● Students appear more invested when they see their own ideas shared
● Instructor becomes task facilitator and only has to check on time and ensure students 

stay on task



So, how was your conference?

● “Check Yourself: True or False”
● “Ask an Attendee & Make a Goal”
● Letʼs put our goals on the board!
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Thank you for 
attending!

Questions? Contact:
Jamie G. Sturges

jamie@rikkyo.ac.jp


